Solution to Stolen Script
By Marc Popkin-Paine
The flavor text and the puzzle were supposed to indicate that each of the 5 phrases gets translated in 5 different ways
that all involve either changing the keyboard or your position on the keyboard. The five translations from the original
phrase and the original phrases are below.
1. Rotate the keyboard 180 degrees or just rotate the letters on the keyboard such that Q=/ and P=Z
“You should always go to other people’s funerals, otherwise, they won’t come to yours.”
2. Shift your hands to the right.
“Baseball is ninety percent mental and the other half is physical.
3. Type as if you were on a dvorak keyboard
“You better cut the pizza in four pieces because I’m not hungry enough to eat six”
4. Shift your hands to the left
“If you come to a fork in the road, take it.”
5. Shift each letter down wrapping the bottom row letters to the top row of letters.
“I’m smarter than the average bear.”
Now you need each of the above translations to translate the clue. Each letter of the clue uses only one of the above
five translations starting with the first for the first letter, second for the second, and so on…
For example, the first five letters are:
c jacd
This translated from:
I have (rotating for the ‘I’, shifting right for the ‘h’, dvorak for the a, shifting left for the ’v’, and shifting down for the ’e’)
The full translation of the clue is:
“I have hidden the script in the city where his father is from”
You will hopefully have noticed that all 5 of the above quotes are from Yogi Berra (or Yogi Bear). Yogi Berra’s father immigrated from Milan so the answer is MILAN

